Fun with Phonics: Super Challenge. What am I?

Read the clues about each animal. Write the answers to each clue in the box. Then put the clues together to work out what each animal is.

1. The *first* sound in my name is the same as the *first* sound in [bone]
The *final* sound in my name is the same as the *final* sound in [tree]
The noise I make rhymes with ‘fuzz’.
What am I?

2. The *first* sound in my name is the same as the *first* sound in [hat]
The *middle* sound in my name is the same as the *middle* sound in [fork]
The *final* sound in my name is the same as the *final* sound in [house]
The noise I make rhymes with ‘hay’.
What am I?

3. The *first* sound in my name is the same as the *first* sound in [ship]
The *middle* sound in my name is the same as the *middle* sound in [tree]
The *final* sound in my name is the same as the *first* sound in [pencil]
The noise I make rhymes with ‘car’.
What am I?